Opportunities for Child-initiated activities inside and outside / Continuous Provision Over 3s
Focuses:
22-36 Literacy reading-find missing word or phrase in a known rhyme, story or game 30-50 months Literacy reading suggests how the story might end 40 -60 Literacy reading continues a rhyming string
22-36 Maths Shape Space and Measure begins to use the language of size 30-50 Maths Shape Space and Measure begins to talk about the shapes of everyday objects 40-60 Maths Shape Space and Measure
orders 2 or 3 items by length or height
22-36-Personal Social Emotional development Managing Feelings and Behaviour shows some understanding and cooperates with some boundaries and routines 30-50 Personal Social Emotional development Managing
Feelings and Behaviour can usually adapt behaviour to particular situations and changes in routine 40-60 Personal Social Emotional development Managing Feelings and Behaviour aware of the boundaries set and the
expectations in the setting.
Sand
Water
Physical
Inside
Sea creatures, pebbles shells
and buckets

Outside

Inside
Boats/ships for travelling to a new
country

Creative Area
Inside

Outside

Making flowers with tissue
paper and pipe cleaners

Link to physical area

Role play
Inside
Continue with the three little
bears and add an additional
traditional story so the chd can
mix and match the characters for
creating their own stories.

Mark-making
Inside
Counting objects- how many mini
beasts can you write the
number?

Outside
Using ribbons to write names in
the air
Chalks and pens with large roll
of paper for making road
markings.

Outside
Diggers and race cars, set up a
track and add obstacles for
racing. Build ramps with
different materials

Outside
Mini microphones for recording
races

Inside
Design and make a three bears
house- what will it look like. Who
lives in your house? Build houses to
make a village.

Outside
Transporting coloured water
from one bucket to the next.
Which container is the best and
why?

Green – Activities planned in response to children’s interests

Exploring different ways of movingPE sessions in hall with various
equipment

Inside
Non- fiction books about different
countries and transport

Outside
Books about planes, plants and
gardens, trucks and diggers.

Inside
Making binoculars and telescopes what can you spot?

Outside
Make a dance ribbon with stick and
different coloured threads and
materials

Puzzles and games

Outside
Stick men using leaves and sticks

Music/Listening
Inside
Listen to Spanish numbers and
music

Outside
Making and flying paper aeroplanes

Designing and Making Area

Construction

Investigation area
Inside
Soil and mini beast- what can
you spot with the magnifying
glasses
=

Outside
Garden shed with plant pots, seeds
and gardening resources.

Inside
Ipads- counting games

Inside
Adult led- making butterfly cakes

Book area

ICT

Small world
Inside
Planes and a map for talking
about their holidays

Outside
Coloured water with spaghetti and
tweezers and laminated S for the
chd to match up.

Inside
Sorting objects into size order large
to small

Outside
Throw the bean bag into the
bucket- what sound has it landed
on? What colour bucket had it
landed in?

Sensory/malleable

Outside
Music outside for chd to dance
with the ribbons.

Inside
Peg boards to create patterns using
different colours.

Outside
Link to the spaghetti and water.

Blue – Activities to ensure a balance across the curriculum

